
Tangents and Wild Things 
  
My pens were rainbows.  
Colours were my words 
worlds unfurled as I breathed 
magic; 
a curious parallel in which we weaved 
our paint covered fingers  
into its untouchable branches. 
I would bind my boundless mind 
In heartstrings, thrice over.   
Infinity; encapsulated, 
a walking oxymoron- 
that's a paradox, technically 
sorry. 
  
Where were we? 
  
Outside. 
I am in the rain; 
feet tapping as I dance on stone - 
stumbling rhythms, echoing 
through patterns, lining paper 
lining desks. 
You'll find me in search of the orchestra, 
face pressed to a drenching sky 
which sings cascading melodies, 
and I use its arpeggios 
to paint clandestine rainbows. 
Impossible is a concept I will learn later; 
for now, I tap my feet  
until I meet forever                and there it is.  
  
What eyes it has. 
Every gaze I hold, 
it hunkers into pinpricks to meet me. 
I have never met something 
that is everything that is not. 
And yet, it will not touch me -   
shallow puddles show nothing 



but the concrete and my  
eyes               on eyes on me.  
still tapping stop tapping please 
sorry. 
  
Thick mud starts to stutter  
yet I wade into the night sky 
and give her the smile of my everything. 
An affinity with an unbound soul -  
a collateral expanse.  
I dare to learn her secrets 
but with curtailed questions 
I sew that mouth shut. 
Stare into those starry eyes 
and turn away. 
  
Pinpricks, in my eyes. 
I hold a cardboard sign. 
Mud to stone 
and I must march. 
I do not saunter on vibrant boulevards; 
cobbled streets tapping feet-  
I march. 
Precious little 
I am 
amongst millions. 
  
We are snowflakes, glacial founders; 
pressure can do that to people. 
Heat. 
I would melt off my skin  
so you could see the charring on my soul. 
I would colour the shapes of my screams  
so I could lie them before you and you can watch 
the ephemeral dreams of a lonely child 
dissipate 
as you wave away the smoke. 
But I cannot afford to stash secrets in such symbolism 
because you don’t even listen when I say it outright. 
  



What do I do? 
  
I hold their hands 
because I do not want to drift, now 
and we have run out of paint.  
But as our tears turn to steam 
we shall go cloud watching. 
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• Substantial attention to purpose 
• Limited/inconsistent use of structure 
• Strong sense of the writer’s personality 
• Strong use of poetic techniques 
• Lacking subtlety in several stanzas 
• Lacking a consistent theme - tendency to go on tangents 


